EISENHOWER’S ANSWER

PRESIDENT EISENHOWER figures there is "an Argentina crisis." In the same way, King George must have figured there would be a Mideast crisis.

That is, the peoples of Asia want to be free to govern themselves.

President Eisenhower proved that the Asian peoples will not be defeated by any amount of Pattonian military junct in the hands of mercenary soldiers. Eisenhower has that word and long and come up with his "answer." He is reported to be going to ask for more taxes from the country to increase the buying of more military junk to try to get his pet dream of universal military training.

It seems that the Eisenhower-Dulles trick of getting "Asia to fight Asia" hasn't worked, and won't work. Does Eisenhower expect to fill this gap with American insisting on universal military training? Is he figuring that he can fight depression with fat new contracts for the munitions makers?

The country does not need more military junk—with which the warehouses are bulging anyway—but a negotiated peace in Asia, trade with China and the USSR, and lower taxes to build up the purchasing power of the working people.

ARE POLITICAL IDEAS 'SPIES'?

ATTORNEY GENERAL BROWNELESS is adding new employees to the government payroll in the form of a new agency to "step up the tracking down of spies, sabotage and subversion agents." Thus, Browneless repeats the false that "subversion"—the word coined by the army—will be the basis of the program of American imperialism in the field of foreign policy. For their own partisan advantage, they make a certain type of issue and the essence of it is to make the people believe that the American government is in danger. And the weakness in their set-up is a point strength of the whole seat of world peace. Such set-ups fail to understand the whole issue.

Still, Eisenhower has been at the height of the state, the principal complainant of the Democratic leadership regarding foreign policy: that the administration is not energetic enough in its efforts against the USSR, People's China, and the European People's Democracies. That there was a great foreign policy shock coming against the recent cut in the budget of the Air Force and now they are beginning the fact that Dulles' attack on the China shop policies are costing the country away of its hope for your allies.

SUCH A PRO-WAR-LINE

It is the...